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OVERVIEW 
RESUMÉ 

COVER LETTER 
WEBSITE 

BRAND BOARD 

All quoted text from Jobsmarts for Twentysomethings, Bradley Richardson 

SECTION 3 

All quoted text from Jobsmarts for Twentysomethings, Bradley Richardson 

RESUMÉ 
COVER LETTER 
WEBSITE >> MOST WILL USE A CMS AND PULL CONTENT FROM PORTFOLIO CLASS 

BRAND BOARD >> IDEA BOARD + VISUAL GUIDELINES 

All quoted text from Jobsmarts for Twentysomethings, Bradley Richardson 

SECTION 3 

FINISHING SECTION 2 

YOU  
ARE  
A  
BRAND. 

IF YOU CAN’T  
BRAND YOURSELF,  

WHY WOULD I TRUST YOU  
WITH MY BUSINESS? 

YOUR BRAND 
Research  
Core Identity Development  

• Mark (logo), color, type systems, tone, etc. 
Application  

•  Extending the visual image or umbrella of core 
identity over the entire spectrum of an 
organization’s business system, promotions, 
packages, signage, vehicles, annual reports, 
advertising, uniforms,  
and architecture 

Control  
• Overseeing and managing all visual applications, 

following set guidelines. CONSISTENCY. 

Your 10-page Project Sheet 
Pp. 1-3: Schedule, Steps, Rubrik 
Pp. 4-7: Resumé Info and Tips 
Pp. 8-10: Cover Letter Info and Tips 
 

Zipped file of resumé  
preliminary form to fill out today. 

Zipped file of cover letter  
preliminary form to fill out today. 
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OVERVIEW 

RESUMÉ 

COVER LETTER 
WEBSITE 

BRAND BOARD 

All quoted text from Jobsmarts for Twentysomethings, Bradley Richardson 

SECTION 3 

FORMAT 
•  Cover letter uses letterhead; resumé can use a relative form. 

Resumé  J 

 
Résumé  J 
 

Resume  L  (avoid if possible) 
 

é = command + e, then hit e again 

É = command + e, then hit shift + e 

 

Also called Curriculum Vitae (CV)  
in other countries and in academia 

Put a resumé in its place.   

•  It is quite simply a summary of your skills, education, and 
experience.   

•  It is not the cruise missile in your job hunt, but a critically 
important weapon in your arsenal.   

•  No resumé – no matter how gleaming with fantastic 
internships and prestigious academic honors –  
can take the place of pounding the pavement  
[or virtual pavement]… 

•  The purpose of a resumé is to convince an employer to 
give you an interview, not to hire you.  
But if your resumé in and of itself won’t get you a job, you 
probably won’t get a job with a lousy resumé either. 

- Richardson 
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A good resumé is short, snappy and filled with useful 
information about its author.  
The information it provides should leap right off the page.  

 

And it should contain nothing – and we mean nothing – 
that might prevent you from being hired.” 
 
-Richardson 

  

A RESUMÉ SHOULD… 
•  mesh your needs with that of the employer 
•  establish your credibility 
•  represent you as a benefit to a company 
•  package you as a unique creative individual 
•  document your past and predict your future 
•  stimulate the employer to meet and interview you 
•  identify you and your work after the interview when 

you are no longer present 
•  leave a visual impression 

• great typography and control of visual hierarchy 
•  logo and visual identity 

 

Now there are many areas in life where we want to 
demonstrate our flair for the outrageous and our quirky 
personality. Sadly, the resumé is not one of them.  

You have to be slightly subversive when it comes to 
resumé writing – you want to play by the rules, and yet  
let just enough of yourself shine so that you stand out  
in a positive way.   

In these uncertain economic times, there’s one thing  
you can be sure of: the world of resumé readers is 
inhabited by some real humorless types, even in  
creative professions. 
-Richardson 

 

DO NOT  
DO THE 
FOLLOWING: 
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NO 

Ask any HR person how they feel about this. 
(Hint: it is illegal to hire somebody based on how they look) 

 
It’s ethically questionable to put it on a website,  

but it seems to be accepted now. 

OK OK 
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AVOID 

I have never heard that this is great. 
I have heard that this is annoying. Just list them. 

AVOID 
And what the heck does this mean??? 

YES 

NO 

But do NOT list your street address. WHY? 
1) This will likely change soon. 
2) This is the 21st century.  
    We contact people in other ways. 
3) Where you live might skew a decision to hire.  
    (It shouldn’t, but…) 
 
4) Don’t make it a habit of letting where you reside be  
    public knowledge. That’s just a safety issue. 

THE 
FOLLOWING 
ARE OK: 
Though each has a few problems and some are from multiple semesters  
ago. All resumés must list social media now and avoid information graphics. 
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Busy,  
but uses great visual  
hierarchy and reinforces  
visual expression  
of brand. 

RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Personal information 

• Name 
•  E-mail, website 
• Area code + phone number optional 

 
•  (No street address) 

• Add social media 
•  You will be required in this course to do  

LinkedIn and Instagram.  
•  Behance is also encouraged to include.  

RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Employment Objective Statement/Professional Profile 
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RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Employment Objective Statement/Professional Profile 

RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Education > (Nothing from high school) 

(See project sheet)  
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RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Professional Experience 

(See project sheet)  

 

RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Professional Experience 

• Client work in a university course could be  
added as work experience.   

•  Remove after you have more substantial experience 
•  Be very careful of how you word it.  
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STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Professional Experience 

RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
• Lump types of work together and/or geographic location  

if you need space (eventually) 
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RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Service   << In 2020, this matters much more than it used to. 

(See project sheet)  

 

RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Organizations 
(See project sheet)  

 

RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Awards 
(See project sheet)  

 

RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 
Skills 
(See project sheet)  
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RESUMÉ STRUCTURE & CONTENT 

References 
(See project sheet)  
 

REFERENCES 

“References are a good way for others to vouch for your 
credibility, competency, and professionalism. Hiring 
managers want to hear how you work with other people 
and if you’re recommended for the job. However, due to 
the lack of detail they provide, references have limited 
value in terms of your resume. In general, unless asked, 
don’t put references on your resumé… 
 
In general, references don’t go in resumés, but instead 
write ‘references available upon request’.  

Indeed, many employers, whether past or current, seek 
to avoid potential defamation lawsuits by not saying 
anything about a past employee aside from confirming 
that you worked there and when. There are a few 
instances, however, when you can include references in  
your resumé:” 

https://www.livecareer.com/resume-tips/resume-components/references/should-you-include-references-in-your-resume 
 

•  When an application requests references,  
obviously provide them. 

•  “You may choose to put them directly on your resumé 
if there’s room, but many people prefer to put them 
on a separate document of their own.”  
 
 

•  Because “I have room to fill on my resumé”  
is not a good reason to include them. 

https://www.livecareer.com/resume-tips/resume-components/references/should-you-include-references-in-your-resume 
 

REFERENCES 

•  ALWAYS be absolutely sure that the 
person whom you asked to be your 
reference is ok with this and that they 
will give you glowing accolades.  

https://www.livecareer.com/resume-tips/resume-components/references/should-you-include-references-in-your-resume 
 

REFERENCES 

RESUMÉ FORMAT 
•  1 full page. No more. No less. 

 
•  If you feel strongly about the large amount of 

experience you have thus far in the design field,  
please see me.  
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Mine is multiple pages after almost 25 years of experience in the field. 
Also mine has very ordinary design now, but it still has strong visual hierarchy. 
I’m more of an academic than full-time designer with this resumé.  
This is also why my degrees are still listed first. 

My resumé is not used as much as my CV now, as most of my freelance  
design comes to me and my academic studies are paramount. 
I also exhibit artwork and present research at juried shows and conferences. 
My academic CV is presently 10 pages (as of Feb 2020).  

RESUMÉ FORMAT 
• Nice paper 
• 10-11 pt. type for body copy is usually safe bet 
•  Lots of leading 
• At least 2 columns 

DIGITAL RESUMÉ 
•  3 main formats to have handy 

•  PDF of “pretty” resume 
•  Plain text only, Word format is fine 
•  JPEG (try to avoid) 

 
•  Part of your website 

•  Have downloadable PDF for viewer also 

TIPS 
(See project sheet)  
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BUSINESS 
CARD 
CONTINUE YOUR VISUAL BRAND. 

ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS 
ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS  

HAVE ONE HANDY. 

NETWORK & FOLLOW UP 
•  Ask for business cards from others. This is not weird.   

 
•  After meeting a person, follow up with an email within 

the day (no later than 3 days). 
•  Don’t stalk them,  

but do it while you’re still fresh in his/her mind. 

INTERVIEW & FOLLOW UP 
ALWAYS send a Thank You note 

• Written on branded piece with business card 

STAY ORGANIZED 
•  Use your Job Search Journal notes.  

 
•  Hopefully, you will be networking and contacting so 

many people that you could quickly lose track.  
KEEP NOTES. 
 

•  You can also always go back to this in future jobs  
(or jobless times). Keep your network. 

OVERVIEW 

RESUMÉ 

COVER LETTER 
WEBSITE 

BRAND BOARD 

All quoted text from Jobsmarts for Twentysomethings, Bradley Richardson 

SECTION 3 
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GETTING A JOB 
WHY THIS COVER LETTER? 
•  NETWORKING MATTERS. In other words, it doesn’t matter how 

great your work is if nobody knows about you. No matter what 
your work looks like online, a call from a colleague about you will 
get you in the door for an interview more quickly. 

•  Another way to get a job is if you’ve already met the person who 
would hire you (or who knows people who would hire you).  

•  The best jobs are often not listed. There are more than enough 
people that can be called by Creative Directors – known from 
meeting already or a call to another CD. These are the people 
they have already met or who is referred to them by their friends.  

•  Honestly, it seems the only time really big jobs are posted as 
open positions are when HR is in charge. And even then,  
the person making the final decision is going to be the  
Creative Director. 

GETTING A JOB 
WHY THIS COVER LETTER? 
•  There are really two different kinds of interviews: 

•  For a posted job.  
•  For an “informational interview”.  

GETTING A JOB 
WHY THIS COVER LETTER? 
•  There are really two different kinds of interviews: 

•  For a posted job.  
•  As an “informational interview”  

•  Inquiry about “the business” 
•  Inquiry about that specific business (but research can do this) 
•  To network and meet people in the area (this works especially 

well if you’re new to the area or you’re going move there and 
you’re visiting) 

•  To get that person to review your work  
•  Do not say because you just graduated.  

You will only ever be a student to them then.  
•  OK if said because you value their opinion and experience 
•  Remember that person’s time is money. RESPECT IT. 

•  Of course, you want a job. But… (see videos) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6Pa4ZB4mvQ 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5O3s2riEscU 

GETTING A JOB 
WHY THIS COVER LETTER? 
•  But the informational interview is also to network.  

•  Let them meet YOU.  
Who are you as a person? What’s your personality?  

•  Talk them through your work.  
They can see it online, but YOU tell them about it.  
Tangible items are also nice here.   
 

•  Provide a Leave-Behind, business card, printed resumé  
with all contact information. 

•  Send a branded hand-written Thank You when done. 
•  Keep in touch. 

 
•  THEN when a job or last-minute freelance comes up at  

her/his job (or friend’s shop), you are top of mind.  

BUT... 
This letter doesn’t even ask specifically for an  

informational interview. The answer would be YES or NO.  
No ongoing network or relationship. 

It lets the person know you will be contacting them  
(and that they can contact you before).  

You keep track of when you say you would do this in your  
Job Hunt Journal (in the future – not required for this class). 
And then you CALL THEM.  
 

Remember the letter is not what they can do for you.  
It’s what you can do for them.  

 

WARNING J : 
Writing a cover letter is very weird the first time.  
Just go with it. Try your best. 
How to make it easier? 
•  Have a target. Research the person (and shop/

agency) to whom you are sending the letter. 
•  LINKED IN! 
•  Realize this person’s time is money. Also hope they 

are a cool person who wants to help you.  
•  Know the position you would best fit.  
•  Have confidence!  
•  Don’t be passive. Networking takes effort.  

(But I promise it gets easier.) 
•  See samples from past classes. 

HINTS: 
•  I suggest you start with Paragraph 2. It’s the guts of the 

letter. It really gets to the real reason you are doing this.  
•  Because you are not answering a job wanted ad and 

it’s about what you can do for them, it’s all about 
explaining how great you are as a designer, problem-
solver, team player, etc., specifically for their group. 

•  You can (should) make some great references to  
the group’/person’s award-winning work.  
Show your research again.  

•  Tie in your skills with theirs.  

HINTS: 
•  Then move on to Paragraph 1.  
•  If you’ve never written a cover letter before –  

and especially if you’re awkward at starting 
conversations in general – this will be the hardest.  

•  If you’re answering a job posting, this is easy.  
That’s not what you’re doing for this letter. 

•  Show your research and involve them/their company. 
Display this isn’t a default cover letter and you sincerely 
would like to meet THEM because of who they are or 
what they’ve done.  

•  The form for this class asks many questions here.  
It makes it so there is more information from which  
to pick when writing the letter.  
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HINTS: 
•  Paragraph 3 is usually the easiest after writing  

the rest of it. However, it’s the part where you need to 
keep track of what you say! 

•  Concluding the conversation isn’t new to you and 
that’s really all you’re doing.  

•  The form asks some specifics to help you.  
•  In your written letter, you offer your website to see your 

work. Your email and phone number can be written 
also, even though all of this is on the letterhead and/or 
email sign-off. Then when you will contact them.  

COVER LETTER –  
VIA EMAIL OR PRINTED LETTER 

PERSONAL INTRODUCTION 
• Generates a response 
• What can you do for them and why? 

(Not what they can do for you.) 
 

 

COVER LETTER 
To Whom? 

Mail to a specific individual in organization 
 

To reach out to individuals 
USE YOUR JOB HUNT JOURNAL 
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COVER LETTER 
To Whom? 

Mail to a specific individual in organization 
 

To reach out to individuals 
USE YOUR JOB HUNT JOURNAL 
•  Call to be sure someone still works there  

and his/her title,  
but DON’T ask where you can send your resumé. 
 

• WHY NOT? 
 

1.  Who (and what agency/shop)?  Why? 

2.  Figure out Paragraph 2 on the form. Just start scribbling. 
You’ll figure it out.  

3.  Refine to 3. 

4.  Work on Paragraph 1 on the form. Again, just start scribbling. 

5.  Then refine your answers. 

6.  Paragraph 3 on the form is easy.  
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“BUDDABING –     
  BUDDABANG –  
  BUDDABOOM.   
 
 YOU SHOULD BE  
 IN AND OUT LIKE  
 A HIT TEAM OF  
 NAVY SEALS.” 
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TIPS TO START WRITING 
How? 

•  First, make a list of what you would like to say 

•  Second, try to write one without looking at examples 

•  Try multiple versions after 

•  Can be more personal in cover letter than resumé 

•  “Cold” cover letters often not as useful 

PROOFREAD 
NO MISTAKES! 

•  Get someone to proofread your letter. 
•  Perfect grammar 
•  Spelling and typesetting should be perfect 

•  No rivers, orphans, widows, hyphens 
•  DO NOT SPELL NAMES INCORRECTLY 

 

Also be consistent with commas before “and”: 

•  “I love color, type, and magic.” J   

•  “I love color, type and magic.” J 

•  But not both in the same document:  

   “I love color, type, and magic.  
     I also love color, type and magic.” L 

PARAGRAPH GUIDE 
•  This is not the place for humor or a flippant tone.   

I don’t care if your brand (or you) think you are funny. 

PARAGRAPH GUIDE 
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PARAGRAPH GUIDE PARAGRAPH GUIDE 

BUSINESS 
CARD 
CONTINUE YOUR VISUAL BRAND. 

ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS 
ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS  

HAVE ONE HANDY. 

NETWORK & FOLLOW UP 
•  Ask for business cards from others. This is not weird.   

 
•  After meeting a person, follow up with an email within 

the day (no later than 3 days). 
•  Don’t stalk them,  

but do it while you’re still fresh in his/her mind. 

INTERVIEW & FOLLOW UP 
ALWAYS send a Thank You note 

• Written on branded piece with business card 

STAY ORGANIZED 
•  Use your Job Search Journal notes.  

 
•  Hopefully, you will be networking and contacting so 

many people that you could quickly lose track.  
KEEP NOTES. 
 

•  You can also always go back to this in future jobs  
(or jobless times). Keep your network. 
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OVERVIEW 

COVER LETTER 

RESUMÉ 
WEBSITE 

BRAND BOARD 

All quoted text from Jobsmarts for Twentysomethings, Bradley Richardson 

SECTION 3 
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OVERVIEW 

COVER LETTER 

RESUMÉ 
WEBSITE 

BRAND BOARD (SOON!) J 

All quoted text from Jobsmarts for Twentysomethings, Bradley Richardson 

SECTION 3 

SO THEN WHAT’S DUE  
IN THE  NEXT WEEK? 


